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Abstract 1 

 2 
Facial behaviour is a central component of social interaction, yet is primarily studied in the 3 

absence of a social partner with a heavy focus on static, universal prototypes. Examination 4 

of individual variation in facial behaviour embedded within social interaction is essential to 5 

understand social function. We conducted a three-part multi-method study to examine how 6 

variation in facial behaviour impacts first impression formation, social outcomes during 7 

social interaction and perception from third-party observers. We recorded a semi-8 

structured social interaction with fifty-two participants which involved interacting with a 9 

confederate via video call across various social contexts. A facial expressivity index was 10 

extracted using FACS (facial action coding system), and personality was measured by self-11 

report. A subset of these participants (n=34) also completed tasks in which they attempted 12 

to achieve social goals via facial communication. Clips from the video call and the social 13 

tasks were then rated by an independent sample of 176 participants. Facial expressivity 14 

varied considerably across participants, but little across behavioural contexts. More facially 15 

expressive participants were more agreeable, more well-liked, and more successful at 16 

negotiating (if they were also more agreeable). Participants who were more facially 17 

competent, readable, and perceived as readable were also more well liked. Our findings 18 

suggest that facial behaviour could be a stable individual difference, and that it proffers 19 

social advantages which may vary depending on personality. These results point towards an 20 

affiliative function of facial behaviour. 21 

 22 



 3 

Introduction 23 

 24 

Humans seem to vary widely in their use of facial behaviour (Buck et al., 1974; Cohn et al., 2002; 25 

Gross & John, 1995; Kashyap et al., 2012), but little is known about the social consequences of such 26 

variation, or how it maps onto important individual differences such as personality. While various 27 

aspects of facial perception have been heavily studied (e.g., Anger et al., 2007; Bänziger et al., 2009; 28 

Chanes et al., 2019), the study of facial production is, surprisingly, essentially in its infancy. 29 

Nonetheless, the tendency to be more or less facially expressive appears to be a stable individual 30 

difference (Cohn et al., 2002), and so it is important to understand its social correlates and 31 

outcomes. The face can be considered an interface for social connection, with the vast majority of 32 

our social interactions occurring face-to-face. We know that atypical facial expression production 33 

can be associated with difficulties in social functioning [e.g., autism; Trevisan et al., (2018), 34 

Parkinson’s Disease; Smith et al., (1996); facial paralysis (Lyford-Pike & Nellis, 2021)]. Facial 35 

behaviour is likely, therefore, to have a significant impact on the outcomes of everyday social 36 

interaction in various contexts. Despite this, we know almost nothing about which kinds of people 37 

are more facially expressive, or about the immediate social outcomes of facial expression. Twenty-38 

two years ago, Preuschoft stated that “ethological work on the spontaneous use of facial expressions 39 

and their functions in the context of natural social interactions is still badly needed” (Preuschoft, 40 

2000, pp.261). We argue that this is still the case today. Behavioural variation in the use of facial 41 

expression during every-day life has not been captured by conventional approaches to personality 42 

and individual differences, despite aiming to be proxies of real-life every day behaviour. In order to 43 

understand the short- and long-term consequences of facial expressivity, we must observe its 44 

variation in typical social contexts.  45 

Progress on understanding the social role of faces has also been hindered by an over-focus 46 

on the emotional content of facial behaviour. The traditional approach to understanding facial 47 
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communication, potentially rooted in Charles Darwin’s early work (Darwin, 1872; Kavanagh et al., 48 

2022), views facial expressions as signals of internal emotional state and emphasises the similarity of 49 

facial configurations of emotions across humans (Ekman, 1992; Ekman et al., 1969). Under this ‘Basic 50 

Emotions Theory’, expressivity refers to the tendency to express emotions outwardly, such as 51 

smiling to express happiness (Ekman, 1992). However, there is increasing understanding of the 52 

diversity of how such configurations are understood (Chanes et al., 2019), and that facial 53 

movements are not limited to expressing emotion alone, or indeed inextricably linked to emotions at 54 

all (Barrett et al., 2019). Humphrey (1984) also argued that behavioural expression is a social act 55 

which can only be understood within a social context, and thus it is essential to incorporate its effect 56 

on the receiver when studying its function. Alternative approaches such as the Behavioural 57 

Ecological View (Fridlund, 1994) consider facial expressions to be social tools that communicate 58 

motivations or intentions that are not necessarily tied to emotions. This view shifts our perspective 59 

of what facial expressivity means and how we should approach understanding individual differences 60 

in this behaviour. This does not exclude the possibility that facial movements may convey emotion, 61 

but it does not make this assumption. Viewing facial production as a means to achieving social goals 62 

suggests that instead of measuring emotion, we should be examining social interaction 63 

consequences, such as affiliative and competitive outcomes, to understand meaning. Such 64 

consequences can only be truly understood when facial behaviour is examined within a social 65 

interaction context. 66 

The literature on personality and individual differences is lacking in naturalistic studies 67 

recording behaviour in social interaction (Furr, 2009) and this is no less true in the facial behaviour 68 

literature. Often, less time-consuming approaches are used as they allow for the collection of very 69 

large datasets, but data quality has empirically been shown to matter more than data quantity 70 

(Bradley et al., 2021). Such methods include self-report questionnaires (Gross & John, 1995) or 71 

laboratory studies in which participants’ faces are observed outside of the social interaction in which 72 

they are thought to function. Some prevalent methods involve participants posing certain facial 73 
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expressions (e.g., Brewer et al., 2016; Cook et al., 2013), watching videos while their facial reactions 74 

are recorded (e.g., Cohn et al., 2002; Trevisan et al., 2016) or performing particular tasks which do 75 

not involve interacting with a social partner (Ilgen et al., 2021; Whitehouse et al., 2022). The highly 76 

controlled nature of such studies makes them valuable contributions in understanding the 77 

mechanisms of facial behaviour, but it is imperative that these are complemented by less controlled 78 

but more ecologically valid studies examining interactions with social partners.  79 

A small number of studies have examined the facial production of individuals while 80 

communicating with another. Cohn et al., (2002) found that individuals’ facial expressivity was 81 

similar in clinical interviews at two different time points. Ilgen et al (2021) also conducted structured 82 

interviews and identified patterns of facial muscle movement (e.g., smiling with narrowed eyelids 83 

and raised cheeks) that people tended to use differentially. Specifically, use of particular 84 

combinations predicted self-reported social and emotional styles, such as being more compromising. 85 

These two studies point towards aspects of facial behaviour as potentially stable individual 86 

differences. We don’t yet know, however, the extent of variation of the general trait of facial 87 

expressivity in free-flowing, naturalistic interactions which are more reflective of every-day 88 

encounters such as meeting a stranger, nor do we understand the social consequences of such 89 

variation. This is essential to explore in order to understand the function of facial behaviour in a real-90 

world context. 91 

Progress on understanding the social role of faces has also been hindered by an over-focus 92 

on the emotional content of facial behaviour. The traditional approach to understanding facial 93 

communication, potentially rooted in Charles Darwin’s early work (Darwin, 1872; Kavanagh et al., 94 

2022), views facial expressions as signals of internal emotional state and emphasises the similarity of 95 

facial configurations of emotions across humans (Ekman, 1992; Ekman et al., 1969). Under this ‘Basic 96 

Emotions Theory’, expressivity refers to the tendency to express emotions outwardly, such as 97 

smiling to express happiness (Ekman, 1992). However, there is increasing understanding of the 98 
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diversity of how such configurations are understood (Chanes et al., 2019), and that facial 99 

movements are not limited to expressing emotion alone, or indeed inextricably linked to emotions at 100 

all (Barrett et al., 2019). Humphrey (1984) also argued that behavioural expression is a social act 101 

which can only be understood within a social context, and thus it is essential to incorporate its effect 102 

on the receiver when studying its function. Alternative approaches such as the Behavioural 103 

Ecological View (Fridlund, 1994) consider facial expressions to be social tools that communicate 104 

motivations or intentions that are not necessarily tied to emotions. This view shifts our perspective 105 

of what facial expressivity means and how we should approach understanding individual differences 106 

in this behaviour. This does not exclude the possibility that facial movements may convey emotion, 107 

but it does not make this assumption. Viewing facial production as a means to achieving social goals 108 

suggests that instead of measuring emotion, we should be examining social interaction 109 

consequences to understand meaning, such as the affiliative and competitive outcomes of social 110 

encounters.  111 

A pertinent question when examining individual differences in facial expressivity is what kind 112 

of person is more or less facially expressive? Addressing this could provide valuable insight into its 113 

function by pointing towards the social niche occupied by facially expressive individuals, and would 114 

situate facial expressivity within the broader established literature of personality and individual 115 

differences. For instance, being more talkative is considered a component of extraversion (McCabe 116 

& Fleeson, 2012), and it is possible that being more facially expressive could similarly be a 117 

component of a personality trait. Importantly, given that the big five personality factors have reliably 118 

been demonstrated to be stable over time (Cobb-Clark & Schurer, 2012) an association between 119 

personality and facial expressivity would provide further evidence that facial expressivity is a stable 120 

individual difference. Personality has been found to predict variation in emotional expressivity (self-121 

reported emotional responses to context), though its relation to behavioural (facial) expressivity is 122 

unknown. Gross & John, (1995) found that more extraverted and agreeable people reported a higher 123 

tendency to express positive emotions, while more neurotic people reported a higher tendency to 124 
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express negative emotions. A meta-analysis indicated that more emotionally expressive people are 125 

more extraverted and less neurotic (Riggio & Riggio, 2002). Emotional expressivity in these studies 126 

were generally measured by self-report and also did not distinguish between facial and non-facial 127 

expression of emotion. The social and emotional styles Ilgen et al., (2021) found to be predicted by 128 

facial combination patterns also might be considered aspects of personality. However, this doesn’t 129 

tell us about the general tendency to be facially expressive in typical social interaction, or how it 130 

relates to the big five personality traits (McCrae & John, 1992) or social outcomes. An examination of 131 

how facial expressivity interacts with personality could facilitate an explanation of its social function 132 

and evolutionary origins. 133 

Social niche specialisation could potentially explain the persistence of individual variation in 134 

facial expressivity in a population. This approach is adapted from the concept of ecological niche 135 

specialisation in behavioural ecology, and has been suggested as a possible adaptive explanation for 136 

stable individual differences in personality (Bergmüller & Taborsky, 2010; Montiglio et al., 2013; 137 

Smaldino et al., 2019). Briefly, it suggests that there are different costs and benefits of a given trait 138 

depending on the social environment, and the existence of multiple social niches in a population 139 

means there is no universal optimal value on which natural selection could act to result in species-140 

level conformity. It explains why some behaviours become ‘canalised’ in individuals, rather than 141 

always adapting to be the most appropriate depending on circumstance. It is possible that this could 142 

explain individual variation in facial production, if being more or less expressive has different costs 143 

and benefits for people occupying different social niches, leading to individuals specialising in 144 

different facial strategies.  145 

There may be different costs and benefits of being facial expressive for different personality 146 

types. For instance, in situations of conflict, personality can predict the outcomes of negotiation, 147 

depending on the type of negotiation (Sharma et al., 2013). Different personality types tend to use 148 

different conflict resolution strategies (W. Graziano et al., 2016; Jensen-Campbell & Graziano, 2001; 149 
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Ma & Jaeger, 2005; Tehrani & Yamini, 2020), which in turn could benefit from different facial 150 

expression strategies. As such, it would be valuable to investigate whether the outcomes of facial 151 

expressivity in conflict differ depending on personality. Examining how facial expressivity relates to 152 

and interacts with personality could provide a starting point to explore the possibility that social 153 

niche specialisation explains individual differences in facial expressivity. Individuals occupying 154 

different social niches could exhibit a set of inter-linked behaviours termed ‘behavioural syndromes’ 155 

(Bergmüller & Taborsky, 2010; Montiglio et al., 2013). It is therefore worth examining whether 156 

personality and facial expressivity are tied together in this way within social niches, and whether 157 

they interact to affect outcomes.  158 

Many of our social interactions include a motivation to affiliate with a social partner, and 159 

facial expressivity could facilitate this social goal. There is likely to be strong selective pressure on 160 

traits that improve affiliation, as the development of a strong social network is predictive of higher 161 

survival and reproductive success, decreased mortality risk, and a broad range of positive health 162 

indicators (Cho et al., 2019; Dunbar, 1988; Holt-Lunstad et al., 2010; Page et al., 2017). Facial 163 

expression may promote affiliation and lead to greater social success. Based on short video-164 

recordings (without a social partner), people who were more emotionally expressive (i.e., tends to 165 

behaviourally communicate internal emotions outwardly such as by laughing or crying; Friedman et 166 

al., 1988) and more generally facially expressive (Whitehouse et al., 2022) were more well-liked by 167 

third-party observers. Riggio, (1986) also found that more emotionally expressive people had more 168 

close friends and daily acquaintances than less expressive people. Such studies suggest there are 169 

positive social outcomes of facial expressivity. Under the Behavioural Ecology View of Facial 170 

Expression (Fridlund, 1994), whereby facial expressions can be understood as communicating 171 

intentions, this apparent preference for more expressive people could be explained by facial 172 

expressions providing enhanced readability and predictability.  173 
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There is growing interest in the emerging concept of ‘judgeability’ (also referred to as 174 

legibility, expressivity accuracy, or being a ‘good target’; Ambady et al., 1995; Biesanz, 2010; Colvin, 175 

1993; Funder, 1999) meaning that others can more accurately assess one’s personality. More 176 

expressive people are more judgeable (Colvin, 1993), and being judgeable appears to promote liking 177 

and relationship development. Judgeability predicted greater liking in first impressions (Human & 178 

Biesanz, 2011) and relationship satisfaction in married couples (Luo & Snider, 2009). Human et al., 179 

(2013) found that accurate first impressions appear to turn a stranger into a social tie; students liked 180 

new classmates initially and in the long term, and interacted with them more throughout the 181 

semester if they had initially judged their personalities more accurately. The value of judgeability 182 

may be its role in allowing the perceiver to predict the target’s behaviour, as the behaviour of more 183 

judgeable people is more predictable (Colvin & Funder, 1991), and this predictability has been 184 

proposed to be a key function of facial expressivity (Waller et al., 2016, 2017). More predictable 185 

social partners could be preferable, perhaps by providing opportunity to respond optimally to their 186 

intentions, whether the intentions are advantageous or disadvantageous to the receiver. While 187 

judging another’s personality allows for predicting their behaviour over the long term, facial 188 

expressivity could also facilitate predicting one’s behaviour in real time. It is plausible that social 189 

partners whose intentions and motivations are more easily read at a given moment would be more 190 

preferred. This concept (which we term ‘readability’) could be closely related to judgeability, and 191 

could be key to understanding any preferences for more facially expressive social partners in 192 

affiliative contexts. To our knowledge, no previous study has examined this possibility before.  193 

While the face being a transparent reflection of motivations and states could be attractive 194 

for social partners, the ability to strategically modify one’s facial behaviour could also provide social 195 

benefits for the producer. This is related to the concept of social competence; “the ability of an 196 

individual to optimise its social behaviour depending on available social information” (Taborsky & 197 

Oliveira, 2012, pp. 679). A measure of social competence could involve testing whether the 198 

individual can voluntarily exhibit behaviour that is effective in achieving a given social goal. The most 199 
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effective behaviour will vary depending on the social context, and there is often likely to be a range 200 

of behaviours that achieve the same result. Facial behaviour is likely to be particularly integral in 201 

achieving social goals, given its proposed role in social influence (Crivelli & Fridlund, 2018). Yet, 202 

individual differences in the ability to use the face to achieve social goals has not been fully explored. 203 

While previous research commonly involves asking actors to pose facial expressions based on 204 

internal emotional states (Scherer et al., 2019), selectively adapting one’s facial behaviour during 205 

interactions while taking the recipient into account could be more influential on social outcomes. 206 

Differences in facial control, in terms of being able to voluntarily produce and inhibit facial 207 

movement, could also impact this, and we know that people vary in their ability to control their 208 

facial muscles (De Bonnecaze et al., 2019). These capacities are likely to be important across a range 209 

of social contexts. 210 

Conflicts of interest are another common feature of human social interaction, and facial 211 

communication could have an important role in facilitating conflict resolution. There is a wealth of 212 

literature examining the factors that determine outcomes of bargaining games (e.g., the ‘ultimatum 213 

game’; Carré et al., 2010; Güth et al., 1982; Kuzmanović & Blažić, 2016). These are designed to 214 

examine what leads participants to reject or accept fair and unfair offers of monetary rewards from 215 

partners, and many studies show that communication strongly influences how people make these 216 

decisions (Andersson et al., 2010; Brosig et al., 2004; Zultan, 2012). These findings are relevant to 217 

real-life negotiations given that they typically involve extensive use of communication. Indeed the 218 

face may be particularly influential in negotiation due to its role in communicating intentions; Anger 219 

et al., (2007) found that better recognition of facial expressions predicted better outcomes in a 220 

negotiation task. Few studies have examined how facial production affects one’s outcomes however 221 

(although see Julle-Danière et al., 2020, for effect of ‘guilty’ facial movements on negotiation 222 

outcomes) and it is not clear whether being more or less expressive leads to better outcomes for the 223 

communicating individual. It would be reasonable to expect that keeping a still ‘poker face’ could be 224 

advantageous in order to avoid sharing information that could make one vulnerable (Raiffa, 1982; 225 
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Wang et al., 2012). However suppression of facial expression has been found to impede one’s own 226 

facial reading ability (Schneider et al., 2013) which carries social costs, and there are multiple 227 

approaches to resolving conflict, some of which may benefit from facial expressivity (Thompson et 228 

al., 2001). Many conflicts are not entirely antagonistic and people may be motivated to conserve the 229 

relationship despite the disagreement, or to take a more affiliative approach to resolving the conflict 230 

which can lead to better outcomes (Thompson et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2012). The face may be 231 

useful to communicate these intentions, and even communication of antagonistic intentions carries 232 

costs but also benefits (de Melo et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2012). It is possible that different degrees 233 

of facial expressivity could achieve different costs and benefits for different people or circumstances, 234 

which could depend on social characteristics such as personality.  235 

 Current Study 236 

We aimed to provide an exploration of facial production embedded within social interaction 237 

and its associated social correlates and consequences, allowing us to give insight into its function. 238 

Our exploration was informed by prior theories spanning multiple disciplines, including behavioural 239 

ecology, communication and social psychology. We first aimed to document the range of individual 240 

differences in facial expressivity within a naturalistic social interaction across a range of contexts. We 241 

examined whether facial expressivity can be considered a stable individual trait, as indicated by 242 

Cohn et al. (2002), by measuring its variation across different behavioural contexts and its 243 

correlation with other stable individual differences such as personality. We examined the 244 

relationship between facial behaviour and affiliative and competitive outcomes. Finally, we 245 

examined how outcomes may vary depending on personality, which would hint at the role facial 246 

expressivity has on the ability to occupy certain social niches. Together, we hope our findings will 247 

contribute to our understanding of the function of facial expressivity. 248 
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Methods 249 

Participants 250 

All participants were recruited via an online recruitment platform (Prolific; http://www.prolific.co) 251 

and were compensated for their time. 252 

 253 

Actors (Video call attendees) 254 

Twenty participants were recruited for two pilot studies and 52 participants were recruited for the 255 

main study (24 men, 27 women, 1 undisclosed gender, mean age = 28.69±9.27 years), which 256 

involved taking part in a video call (using Zoom software; https://zoom.us/), and completing a series 257 

of questionnaires. Participants were told they would be compensated £5 with the possibility of a £3 258 

bonus depending on performance in tasks (they in fact all received £8), and that the purpose of the 259 

study was to measure and understand how people differ in aspects of communication during social 260 

interaction (see consent and debriefing forms; SI 1). Thirty-four of the original 52 participants 261 

participated in follow-up tasks which involved recording and uploading video clips of their face and 262 

were compensated an additional £5. 263 

 264 

Raters 265 

One hundred and seventy six participants (87 male, 86 female, 4 undisclosed gender, mean age = 266 

28.25±8.92, excluding 6 individuals who failed attention checks; see Part 3 - Ratings) were recruited 267 

to take part in a video rating task, and were compensated £4.88 (see consent and debriefing forms; 268 

SI 1) 269 

 270 
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Ethics 271 

The collection of these data received ethical approval by Nottingham Trent University Schools of 272 

Business, Law and Social Sciences Research Ethics Committee (application number: 2021/312) 273 

 274 

Procedure 275 

Pilot Studies 276 

We conducted two pilot studies to assess feasibility and to optimise the study design prior to data 277 

collection. Both pilot studies included feedback from participants. The first pilot study (N=10)  278 

involved two participants interacting with each other. This was to assess how two genuine 279 

participants would interact in the context of the experiment to allow a confederate to emulate a 280 

similar interaction in the future studies. The second pilot study (N=10) included a confederate posing 281 

as a participant. This was to trial different components of the call (e.g., amount of reward to offer, 282 

selection of joke) and to ensure a successful deception. 283 

 284 

Part 1 – Video call 285 

The video call participants (actors) were directed from Prolific to an online survey platform 286 

(Qualtrics; http://www.qualtrics.com) to complete the consent form and, once completed, they 287 

received instructions to participate in a recorded video call using Zoom software (Zoom; 288 

https://zoom.us/; see Zoom call invitation, SI 1). They were told they would be interacting with 289 

another participant, but, were instead interacting with a confederate (EK; female, age 29), who was 290 

also simultaneously using the written chat to communicate as a researcher to both ‘participants’ 291 

(written from a third Zoom account, named ‘Researcher’). The call was semi-structured, designed to 292 

elicit a naturalistic interaction between the participant and the confederate. This allowed for the 293 

stimulation of behavioural responses to a range of social contexts, allowing us to capture a more 294 
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complete account of participants’ typical facial behaviour, while still maintaining some degree of 295 

consistency across participants (e.g., same social partner). At the time of the call, the confederate 296 

was naïve to the aims of the study although she was aware that the participants' facial behaviour 297 

would be recorded.  298 

The video call involved nine conditions, which included three main naturalistic contexts; 299 

neutral, conflict and affiliation conditions. There were also two outcomes recorded; a liking score 300 

and reward outcome. The order of conditions and outcomes in the call and corresponding durations 301 

are outlined in figure 1, and a screenshot of the experimental set-up is provided in figure 2.  302 

The participant and the confederate had visual and audible access to each other during each 303 

condition, and at the breaks they were asked via written chat to turn their videos and microphones 304 

off, while they receive instructions for the next section. See video call script, SI 1, for details on 305 

instructions given to participants via written chat, and other logistical information such as when 306 

microphone and video are turned on and off.  307 

 

Figure 1 – Timeline of conditions and outcomes of the video call. All numbers present 
time in seconds.  

 308 

 309 

 310 

 311 
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Greeting condition. 312 

 The first 10 seconds during which the participant and the confederate greeted each other was 313 

classed as the ‘greeting condition’. To maintain consistency, the confederate always waited for the 314 

participant to initiate verbal behaviour before responding. 315 

Neutral Condition (Main context). 316 

The neutral condition was designed to elicit a naturalistic initial acquaintanceship between two 317 

strangers. It lasted 2 minutes, during which the participant was instructed via written text to “just 318 

get to know your partner. For example, you could talk about your experiences with using Prolific”. 319 

The participant and the confederate interacted freely during this time.  320 

Listening condition:  321 

At the end of 2 minutes, the confederate spoke about a topic relevant to the point in the 322 

conversation (e.g., how the pandemic has affected her work) for 20 seconds without stopping, in 323 

order to record facial behaviours related to listening.  324 

Conflict Condition (Main context) 325 

The conflict condition was designed to elicit a conflict of interest between the participant and the 326 

confederate. The participant was instructed via written text that they would be discussing with their 327 

partner how to divide a bonus reward. They were given no basis on which this should be divided. At 328 

the outset of the discussion, the confederate states: 329 

 “Ok, let’s discuss. How about I get 80% and you get 20%?” 330 

The participant and the confederate then negotiated until they came to an agreement about how 331 

they should split the reward. In order to maintain some consistency across participants, the reasons 332 

given by the confederate for requesting a larger amount were restricted to four options, which were 333 
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designed to appear unfair. The confederate gave reasons only when asked by the participant, and 334 

gave multiple reasons if asked multiple times. The four options were as follows; 335 

“I’d like to get as much of the reward as possible.”  336 

“I think I did more of the talking in the first round, so deserve a higher amount of the reward” 337 

“I’d just like a higher amount.” 338 

“I’m just trying to think of reasons why I should get a higher amount” 339 

The primary motivation of the confederate was to elicit a conflict by proposing an unfair offer, and 340 

she agreed with a proposed reward division (thus ending the condition) once she believed the 341 

participant was unlikely to accept a lower amount (intending to mimic a naturalistic negotiation).  342 

To preserve the relationship between the participant and the confederate following this 343 

conflict of interest, the participant received written communication from the researcher (via the 344 

chat, while participant and confederate were in visual and audible contact with one another) that 345 

the confederate had been given a secret task to try to receive a higher amount, as this amount 346 

would subsequently be allotted to both of them and would therefore benefit them both. The 347 

confederate then re-iterated this verbally and apologised. 348 

 349 

 

Figure 2 - Excerpt of video call paradigm, taken from the conflict condition, during which 
the confederate suggests an unfair division of the reward, and both partners negotiate.  
 

 350 
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Reward outcome.  351 

The percentage of the reward that the participant and confederate agreed would be allocated to the 352 

participant was extracted as a social outcome measure.  353 

Affiliation Condition (main context). 354 

The affiliation condition was designed to motivate the participant to make a good impression on the 355 

confederate. Following the conflict condition, the participant received written instructions (from the 356 

researcher) that their partner (the confederate) would be rating them on likeability, and that a 357 

higher rating would result in a higher bonus reward. The participant and confederate then continued 358 

to chat for 2 minutes (similar to the neutral condition, but with the extra motivation to be likeable).  359 

Embarrassment condition. 360 

The confederate muted her microphone but continued to speak for 15 seconds (ignoring any 361 

attempts from the participant to inform her that her microphone was muted). She then unmuted 362 

her microphone, and stated ‘Oh I’m so sorry, I’m so embarrassed!’. The 10 seconds following this 363 

statement was labelled the embarrassment condition. The aim of the embarrassment condition was 364 

to capture the participant’s reaction to an embarrassed social partner. 365 

Joke condition. 366 

After the embarrassment condition, the confederate received written instructions from the 367 

researcher (while in visual and audible contact with the participant) to tell a joke. The confederate 368 

then told the joke “How do you make a piece of paper dance? You put a little dance in it”. The aim of 369 

the joke condition was to capture the participant’s reaction to a bad/nonsensical joke. 370 

Liking outcome.  371 

After the joke, the participant and confederate went off camera, and the participant was asked 372 

privately by the researcher via written chat to rate their partner on a liking scale of 1-10. The 373 
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confederate also privately rated how much she liked the participant on a scale of 1-10, which we 374 

used as a liking outcome. The confederate attempted to give an honest assessment of their 375 

impression of the participant based on their interaction.  376 

Inhibition condition. 377 

The aim of the inhibition condition was to capture participants’ ability to inhibit facial expression. 378 

The participant received written instructions to try to keep a still face while their partner tried to 379 

make them move their face. The inhibition condition then commenced, during which the 380 

confederate first brought her face close to the camera and smiled for 15 seconds, and then read the 381 

following script (these measures were established through the pilot study as effective in causing 382 

difficulty for participants to keep a still face): 383 

 384 

“Now I have something to tell you while you try to keep your face straight. I am not a 385 

participant in this study. I have been posing as a participant but I am in fact a researcher in 386 

this study. The truth is, I intentionally turned my microphone off while continuing to speak to 387 

see how you would react, and I intentionally told a joke that was not funny to see if you 388 

would still laugh. The monetary bonuses you receive are not dependent on any performance 389 

in the tasks; you will be given the maximum possible bonus, and so will receive the maximum 390 

payment upon completion of the entire study. The task is now over and you can relax your 391 

face.” 392 

 393 

Participants were then debriefed about the study (see SI 1), and were asked if the deception caused 394 

any distress (no distress was reported in any participant).  395 

 396 

 397 
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Production condition. 398 

After debriefing, the final condition was the production condition, which aimed to capture 399 

participants’ ability to control their production of facial movements. Participants were shown 400 

moving images (GIFs) of 20 Facial Action Coding System (Ekman & Friesen, 1978) action units, and 401 

asked to recreate the movements in isolation. GIFs were taken from iMotions website 402 

(https://imotions.com/blog/facial-action-coding-system/). Each were shown for 7 seconds, with a 5 403 

second inter-trial interval displaying the instruction to “Relax your face entirely”.  404 

 405 

Questionnaire Measures. 406 

Following the Zoom call, participants were directed to Qualtrics to complete questionnaire 407 

measures. Participants were first asked whether they had any medical condition that affects the way 408 

their face moves (no participant reported a condition). They were then asked to indicate their 409 

agreement to statements about the video call they just participated in on a scale of 1-5 (strongly 410 

disagree to strongly agree). Some of these were to understand their intentions at particular parts of 411 

the call (see table 2; ‘matching statement for actors’ column; responses compared with raters’ 412 

responses to calculate a ‘readability score’; see Calculating Measures). Others were used as 413 

manipulation checks to ensure the deception and elicitation of conditions were successful (see 414 

Results – Manipulation Checks). 415 

Participants completed Gosling et al.’s (2003) brief 10-item questionnaire measuring the Big 416 

Five personality dimensions. This shorter inventory was used to minimise study fatigue given the 417 

time constraints after the long video call and other questionnaire measures, and because it has 418 

adequate psychometric properties even if diminished somewhat in comparison to longer 419 

instruments. Importantly, it has good test-retest reliability (r=.72), which is relevant to our aim of 420 

establishing whether facial expressivity correlates with stable traits. Whether it measures global or 421 
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narrow personality traits (as hinted at by Credé et al., 2016) is of less concern to our aims, in 422 

particular given that the majority of commonly-used scales appear to be facets of the Big Five scale 423 

(Bainbridge et al., 2022).   424 

 425 

Part 2 – Elicited Social Tasks  426 

The same participants (actors) were contacted as a follow up approximately 6 months after the 427 

initial study to upload short video clips of their face while trying to achieve certain social goals (N=34 428 

agreed). These clips were chosen to reflect a range of behavioural contexts and goals which may 429 

occur during typical social interaction, for which use of the face could be feasibly beneficial. 430 

Participants were asked to record five video clips face-on, providing a clear image of their face, with 431 

nothing covering their face, in good lighting with the light source in front of them, and without the 432 

camera shaking. They were instructed to ‘Please try to make the videos as natural a reflection of 433 

your own behaviour as possible. You will receive payment if the videos are uploaded correctly, and 434 

without any obvious deviations from natural delivery, e.g., laughing inappropriately.’  435 

In each video, they were asked to communicate one of five social goals; Look friendly in a greeting, 436 

appear to be listening, reassure an embarrassed friend, appear threatening, disagree without being 437 

disliked (see SI 1 for full instructions). Figure 3 displays a still image as an example from a video clip. 438 

 439 
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Figure 3 – Clipped image from a participant’s uploaded 

‘Disagree (threat)’ video clip. 

 440 

Part 3 – Ratings 441 

We presented the raters with clips from the video call (with the confederate cropped out) as well as 442 

clips uploaded by the actors, and asked them to rate them on various aspects via Qualtrics. From 443 

each participating actor we extracted 5 clips from the video call, and 5 uploaded video clips. All 444 

videos were muted to ensure ratings were based on visual rather than auditory cues. Each rater was 445 

presented with one video call clip and one uploaded video clip from each actor (randomly selected). 446 

All video call clips were presented first to raters in a random order, followed by the uploaded video 447 

clips which were also in a random order. A short explanation was given prior to each clip, and 448 

questions related to the clip followed its viewing. Raters were asked to respond to all questions on a 449 

sliding bar from 0-100, from Not at all to A great deal. Tables 1 and 2 indicate the accompanying 450 

explanation and questions specific to the video clip types (along with matching self-report 451 

statements about video call – see Readability section). For all video call clips, raters were also asked; 452 

As a first impression how much did you like this person?  453 

How well do you feel you can read this person (i.e., have an idea of what is on their mind, what 454 

their intentions/motivations are)? 455 

 456 
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We included 16 attention checks to improve data quality. Raters were asked to select the context of 457 

the video clip they had just watched from 6 options, based on the explanation given prior to 458 

watching the video (they were unable to navigate back to the explanation). The resulting sample 459 

includes only those who answered correctly to more than 70% of the attention checks (6 were 460 

excluded). The resulting mean number of raters per video clip was 31.32 (SD: 1.41). 461 

Table 1- 
Clips from video call presented to raters 

Context of 
video clip 

Description for raters Question for raters Matching self-report of actors 

Conflict (first 
10 sec) 

The person's partner has just 
suggested that they share a 
monetary reward unequally, 
leaving the person with just 20% 
of the reward. 
 

Do you think this person 
disapproves of their offer? 

I disapproved of my partner suggesting 
the reward be divided unevenly 

Is this person finding the 
conversation difficult? 

I found the discussion about splitting the 
reward difficult 

Affiliation (first 
10 sec) 

The person is getting to know 
their partner 

Is this person trying to make a 
good impression? 

I was motivated to make a good 
impression after being told my partner 
would rate me on likeability 

Is this person trying to be polite? I was motivated to be polite after being 
told my partner would rate me on 
likeability 

Listening (first 
10 sec) 

The person's partner is currently 
speaking to them about a topic.  
 

Does this person look like they 
are listening? 

When my partner was speaking at 
length, I was listening 

Joke (first 5 
sec) 

The person’s partner has just told 
them a joke. 

Does this person find the joke 
funny? 

I found my partner's joke funny ("How 
do you make a piece of paper dance? 
You put a little dance in it") 

Embarrassment  
(first 5 sec) 

The person's partner appears to 
be very embarrassed about a 
mistake they made.  
 

Does this person feel sorry for 
their partner? 

When my partner seemed embarrassed 
that her microphone was muted: I felt 
sorry for her 

Is this person trying to reassure 
their partner? 

When my partner seemed embarrassed 
that her microphone was muted: I tried 
to reassure her 

Note – the ‘matching self-report of actors’ refers to statements about the video call to which the actors were asked to indicate their 
agreement. The correspondence between the raters’ responses to questions and the actors responses to matching statements was 
used to calculate the readability score (see Calculating Measures). 

 462 

Table 2 
Video clips uploaded by actors, presented to raters 
Actors’ social goal Description for raters Question for raters 

Look friendly The person is performing a 
greeting (saying "Hello, how 
are you?") 

Does this person look 
friendly? 
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Appear to be 
listening 

The person is reacting to a 
friend who is speaking. 
 

Does this person look like 
they are listening? 

Try to reassure The person is speaking to a 
friend who is embarrassed 
(saying "Don't be 
embarrassed, it's ok"). 
 

Do you think this person 
looks reassuring? 

Look threatening The person is disagreeing 
with a friend (saying "No, I 
don't agree with that") 

Does this person look 
threatening? 

Be liked despite 
disagreement 

The person is disagreeing 
with a friend (saying "No, I 
don't agree with that") 
 

Do you like this person? 

Note - The raters’ responses to the questions were used to calculate the actors’ 
‘competence score’ (see Calculating Measures) 

 463 

Data Analysis 464 

 465 

Measures 466 

Where possible, (see SI 4 for details of missing data) for each actor we calculated a i) facial 467 

expressivity score (N=51), ii) inhibition score (N=50), iii) production score (N=51), iv) readability score 468 

(N=47) and a v) competence score (N=33), as measures of their facial behaviour and abilities. We 469 

used the results from Gosling et al.’s (2003) inventory to measure their scores on the big five 470 

personality traits (openness, conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness, emotional stability). 471 

We also used the like scores from the confederate and raters, and the amount of the reward they 472 

secured in the conflict condition, as social outcome measures. Below details how these measures 473 

were calculated. 474 

 Facial Expressivity Score 475 

We calculated a facial expressivity score for each participant, to quantify individuals’ facial behaviour 476 

during the video call. Facial movement was coded using iMotions (iMotions Biometric Research 477 

Platform (SW Version), 2001), an automated facial movement detection software based on the 478 

movements identified in the Facial Action Coding System (FACS; Ekman & Friesen, 1978; Hjortsjo, 479 

1970) ). FACS is an objective and quantitative approach to measuring facial movement based on 480 
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underlying musculature, using ‘action units’ (AUs) as the units of measurement. This is the gold 481 

standard in measuring facial behaviour, as it avoids subjective impressions of facial expression. 482 

iMotions software integrates Emotient’s FACET technology (www.imotions.com/emotient), and 483 

allowed for extraction of sixteen action units (AUs 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 12, 14, 15, 17, 18, 20, 24, 281) 484 

and seven expressions formed by combinations of action units which are traditionally considered to 485 

communicate ‘basic emotions’: ‘Happiness’ (AUs 6+12), ‘Sadness’ (AUs 1+4+15), ‘Surprise’ (AUs 486 

1+2+5+26), ‘Fear’ (AUs 1 + 2 + 4 + 5 + 7 + 20 + 26), ‘Anger’ (AUs 4 + 5 + 7 + 23), ‘Disgust’ (AUs 9 + 15 + 487 

16), ‘Contempt’ (AUs 12 + asymmetrical 14). From these, we extracted six measures in an 488 

exploratory attempt to capture facial expressivity (see Table 3).  489 

To create facial expressivity scores for each participant, we first performed four principal 490 

components analyses (PCA) on the six measures using the psych package (Revelle, 2017) in R 491 

(RStudio Team, 2020). In the first PCA we used the overall calculation of the six measures across 492 

contexts as outlined in table 3, and in the other three we restricted calculation of the measures to 493 

each of the three main contexts; neutral, conflict and affiliation. SI 5 provides details of the PCAs. In 494 

all four PCAs, a single component emerged with all six measures loading moderately-highly. We 495 

therefore created a facial expressivity score from the mean of the Z scores of the six measures, and 496 

additionally computed context-specific expressivity scores for each of the three main contexts; 497 

neutral, affiliation and conflict.  498 

 499 

We additionally extracted the percentage of time in which the participants used each of seven facial 500 

configurations of emotion (as classified by iMotions). 501 

 502 

Table 3  
 

 
1 We excluded four additional movements coded by iMotions as they could not be differentiated from speaking 
or blinking (AUs 25, 26, 43) and ‘Smirk’ as this is an asymmetrical smile which is coded under AU12. 
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FACS Measures used to produce expressivity score 
Measure Context-Specific calculations (Neutral, Affiliation 

and Conflict) 
Overall Calculation 

Diversity Score Measure of the N of unique AUs and how evenly 
they are represented. Calculated per condition 
using the following formula from (Scheider et al., 
2014) 

 
See SI 6 for further explanation of this formula. 

Mean diversity score 
across the three 
conditions.  

Rate The N of AUs produced per minute in each 
condition. 

The mean of rates across 
the three conditions.  

Duration The percentage time  each AU was produced in 
each of the neutral, affiliation and conflict 
condition was first calculated. The sum of values 
from all AUs was calculated per condition. 

The mean of durations 
across the three 
conditions.  

AU Repertoire The total number of unique AUs produced in the 
first 20 seconds of each condition. 

The total number of 
unique AUs produced in 
the first 20 seconds of 
the neutral, affiliation, 
conflict and listening 
conditions combined (80 
sec total).  

Corrected AU Repertoire The total number of unique AUs produced out of 
the first 25 AUs produced in each condition. 

The total number of 
unique AUs produced out 
of the first 25 AUs 
produced in the neutral, 
affiliation and conflict 
conditions combined (75 
AUs total). 

Combination Repertoire The total N of unique AU combinations (i.e., 
simultaneous production of 2 or more AUs) in the 
first 20 seconds of each condition. 

The total number of 
unique AU combinations 
produced in the first 20 
seconds of the neutral, 
affiliation, conflict and 
listening conditions 
combined (80 sec total). 

 503 

Facial Control (Inhibition and Production) 504 
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We include two measures of facial control; participants’ ability to inhibit facial movement in the 505 

inhibition condition, and their ability to produce facial movements in isolation in the production 506 

condition.  507 

Inhibition Score. 508 

Participants’ inhibition score was calculated by summing the percentage of time in the inhibition 509 

condition in which the participant was producing each AU, and taking the inverse of this value, such 510 

that a higher score indicated better facial inhibitory control.  511 

 Production Score. 512 

Production score was calculated by attributing one point per trial in the production condition in 513 

which participants produced the appropriate AU in isolation, i.e., not accompanied by any of the 514 

other sixteen AUs coded by iMotions. As iMotions could only code 15 of the 20 AUs presented to 515 

participants, participants could get a maximum production score of 15, with a higher score indicating 516 

better voluntary production control. 517 

Readability. 518 

Readability Score.  519 

We calculated a ‘readability score’ per individual (actor), in an attempt to capture the tendency for 520 

individuals’ facial expression to be an honest and transparent reflection of self-reported motivations 521 

and states. To assess how well actors could be ‘read’ by raters, we used the actors’ agreement with 522 

statements related to the video call, and compared them to raters’ ratings of the corresponding clip 523 

in the video call. For instance, we considered an actor more readable if they indicated that they 524 

found the joke funny in the video call, and raters also judged them as finding the joke funny. Table 2 525 

outlines 8 questions raters responded to based on clips of the actors in the video call, and matching 526 

statements the actors’ responded to about the video call. To calculate each actor’s readability score, 527 

we used the correspondence between the actor’s and raters’ responses. 528 
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 529 

For each actor, we took the mean rating from all raters for each of the 8 questions. We calculated Z 530 

scores for each of these 8 mean values and Z scores of the actors’ responses to corresponding 531 

statements (standardised across all actors), in order to standardise these two initially different 532 

scales. We then found the absolute difference between the raters’ standardised ratings, and the 533 

actors’ standardised response to the corresponding statements, and summed these 8 difference 534 

values. As this resulting score indicated the discrepancy between the raters’ judgements and the 535 

actor’s actual intentions/motivations, we used the inverse of this value as the final readability score, 536 

in order to make the final score a positive indication of readability. 537 

 Perceived Readability. 538 

We measured how readable raters believed the actors to be, as we thought this could potentially 539 

have a stronger influence on social outcomes than how readable they actually were. For each actor, 540 

we took the mean value of all raters’ responses to the question “How well do you feel you can read 541 

this person (i.e., have an idea of what is on their mind, what their intentions/motivations are)?” for 542 

each of the 5 video call clips. We used the mean of these 5 values to calculate each actor’s perceived 543 

readability score.  544 

 Competence Score. 545 

We calculated a ‘competence score’ per participant (actor) to measure how well they were able to 546 

intentionally communicate a message with their facial behaviour. This is related to, but separate 547 

from, the readability score and the production score. A more readable individual may or may not 548 

intend to communicate their internal motivations, and an individual with higher voluntary 549 

production control may or may not be able to produce the appropriate facial movements at the right 550 

time to achieve their social goals. For this reason we measured participants’ abilities to 551 

communicate social goals with their face based on their uploaded video clips as assessed by the 552 
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raters. Table 2 outlines the social goals the actors attempted to achieve in their video clips, and the 553 

corresponding questions the raters responded to upon viewing the clips. For each actor, we took the 554 

mean rating of each clip, and calculated competence score from the mean of these 5 values. 555 

Social Outcomes. 556 

Confederate’s Like Score. 557 

We measured the degree to which the confederate liked each actor. Despite being subjective, we 558 

felt that this was a relevant social outcome as the confederate was a social partner interacting 559 

directly with the actor. The confederate’s judgement is therefore an ecologically valid indicator of 560 

rapport that emerged as a result of the actor’s behaviour within social interactions. We recorded the 561 

confederate’s liking score prior to her revealing that she was a confederate (therefore encompassing 562 

the overall impression given by the actor from all preceding conditions: neutral, listening, conflict, 563 

affiliation, embarrassment and joke conditions). 564 

Raters’ Like Score. 565 

We measured the degree to which third party observers (the raters) liked each actor. This gives an 566 

indication of the likeability of the actors from a wider sample of people. For each actor, we took the 567 

mean value of all raters’ responses to the question “As a first impression how much did you like this 568 

person?” for each of the 5 video call clips. We used the mean of these 5 values to calculate a raters’ 569 

like score for each actor.  570 

Reward Outcome. 571 

We measured the amount of reward negotiated by the actors in the conflict condition. This is 572 

reflective of the outcomes of conflicts of interest that are typical in social interaction. As 46.94% 573 

secured half of the reward, and 53.06% secured less than half of the reward (ranging 20-49% of the 574 

reward), we transformed the reward outcome into a binary variable, whereby actors’ reward 575 

outcome was either scored as ‘High’ (achieved half), or ‘Low’ (achieved less than half).  576 
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Exploratory Tests 577 

We conducted a number of exploratory tests to examine how facial behaviour of the participants 578 

(actors) in the video call varied across individuals and contexts, and how it related to social 579 

correlates and outcomes. Due to the exploratory nature of our study, we did not control for multiple 580 

tests, as appropriate multiple test adjustments are difficult or impossible to ascertain in exploratory 581 

studies without causing disproportionate risk of type 2 error (Bender & Lange, 2001 . We conducted 582 

all tests in R (RStudio Team, 2020).  583 

We performed six repeated-measures analyses of variance (ANOVA) using the aov function in R to 584 

test whether actors’ facial expressivity differed significantly across the three main video call 585 

contexts; neutral, affiliation and conflict (we looked at each expressivity measure separately rather 586 

than mean expressivity scores as calculation of this score involved standardising measures within 587 

each context). We also performed a repeated-measures ANOVA to test whether the use of the five 588 

emotional configurations different across these three contexts. While there were some minor 589 

deviations from normality in the data, we deemed ANOVAs appropriate as they have been shown to 590 

be robust to non-normality (Blanca et al., 2017). 591 

We computed Pearson’s correlation coefficents using the cor.test function in R to assess the 592 

relationship between i) facial expressivity scores across conditions, ii) the six facial measures; facial 593 

expressivity score, inhibition score, production score, competence scores, readability score, 594 

perceived readability, iii) the five personality scores and the six facial measures, iv) the confederate’s 595 

and raters’ like scores and v) both like scores and the five facial measures 596 

Finally, we performed a generalised linear model (GLM) using the glm function in R, to 597 

assess the interaction between personality and expressivity in predicting reward outcome. The 598 

purpose of this exploratory test was to identify whether facial behaviour was associated with greater 599 

benefits for those of certain personality traits, which would provide preliminary support for the 600 

hypothesis that social niche specialisation explains individual variation in facial expressivity. 601 
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Results 602 

Manipulation Checks 603 

Participants’ self-report responses to statements about the video call (scale of 1-5; strongly disagree 604 

to strongly agree) indicated that a naturalistic interaction, and the affiliative and conflict conditions, 605 

were successful elicited. Detailed information regarding the outcome of the manipulation checks can 606 

be found in the supplementary materials (see SI 2).  607 

 608 

Variation and correlations across measures and conditions 609 

Expressivity across contexts. 610 

Our data revealed considerable and stable individual variation in facial expressivity (see figure 4). 611 

There were moderate-to-strong correlations between facial expressivity scores in the three main 612 

naturalistic conditions (Neutral and Affiliation: r(49)=.82, p<.001; Neutral and Conflict: r(46)=.61, 613 

p<.001; Affiliation and Conflict: r(46)=.59, p<.001), and repeated measures ANOVAs indicated that 614 

there was no significant difference in measures of facial expressivity across these conditions (see SI 7 615 

for model statistics; note that an initial model with a full sample indicated that AU rate differed 616 

significantly across contexts, however when we removed influential datapoints identified in boxplots 617 

the model was no longer significant). These indicate that participants were similarly expressive 618 

across conditions. 619 

 620 
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Figure 4 – Variation in facial expressivity scores across individuals, by condition 

 621 

Additionally, repeated measures ANOVAs indicated that the use of each of the seven emotional 622 

configurations were produced similarly across contexts (See figure 5, see SI table 7 for model 623 

statistics), all at very low frequency apart from happiness (smiling). 624 

Together, these analyses indicate that individual differences in facial and emotional 625 

expressivity appear to be stable across behavioural contexts.   626 
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Figure 5 - Use of emotional configurations across contexts, using the percentage of time across the neutral, 
affiliation and conflict condition in which each of the expressions were produced by the actor. Definitions of 
emotional configurations by iMotions: Anger = AUs 4 + 5 + 7 + 23, Contempt = AUs 12 + asymmetrical 14, 
Disgust = AUs 9 + 15 + 16, Fear = AUs 1 + 2 + 4 + 5 + 7 + 20 + 26, Happiness = AUs 6+12, Sadness = AUs 1+4+15, 
Surprise = AUs 1+2+5+26. 

 627 

Expressivity and other facial measures 628 

Figure 6 displays correlations between facial expressivity scores and other facial measures 629 

(inhibition, production, readability, perceived readability and competence). More facially expressive 630 

individuals had poorer facial inhibitory control. Inhibition did not correlate with production score, so 631 

these may be distinct and independent aspects of facial control. More facially expressive individuals 632 

had greater facial competence but were not more readable, though raters perceived them to be 633 

more readable. 634 

 635 
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Figure 6 – correlations between expressivity and other facial measures. Numerical values indicate 

Pearson’s R.  Blues represent positive correlations, reds represent negative correlations (with the 

luminosity representing the strength of association).  

* indicates p<.05 

 636 

Personality and facial expressivity 637 

We found that facial expressivity score showed a significant positive correlation with self-reported 638 

agreeableness (r(49)=.31, p=.025) but no other personality measure (see figure SI 7, also showing 639 

that personality does not correlate significantly with any other facial measure). This relationship was 640 

consistent across contexts, with more agreeable participants having higher facial expressivity scores 641 
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in neutral (r(49)=.29, p=.04), affiliation (r(49)=.32, p=.02), and conflict contexts (r(46)=.36, p=.01). 642 

This indicates that facial expressivity is associated with a stable social trait (agreeableness). 643 

Social outcomes and facial expressivity. 644 

Liking ratings. 645 

The confederate’s liking score correlated significantly with the raters’ liking score (r(45)=.47, p<.001), 646 

indicating that third party impressions of likeability are similar to those of a social partner who was 647 

interacting directly with them.  648 

Correlations between both liking scores (confederate’s and raters’) with facial measures are 649 

displayed in Figure 7. This shows that more expressive participants were liked more both by the 650 

confederate and by the raters, as were participants who were more facially competent, readable, 651 

and perceived as readable (see SI 7 for sensitivity analyses).  652 

Additionally, participants with poorer facial inhibitory control, but better production control, 653 

were liked more by raters but not by the confederate. Personality traits did not predict being liked 654 

by raters, although the confederate preferred participants who were more extraverted (r(50)=.341, 655 

p=.013) and open (r(50)=.348, p=.011; see SI 7 for all results). 656 

Together, these show that facial expressivity, and other aspects of facial behaviour and 657 

ability, are related to being liked by others, whether these others are direct social partners or third 658 

party observers.   659 

 660 

 661 
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Figure 7 – Correlations between both like scores and facial measures, with values 

indicating Pearson’s R.  Blues represent positive correlations, reds represent 

negative correlations (with the luminosity representing the strength of association). 

*  =    p<.05 

 662 

Reward outcomes. 663 

We performed a GLM to test whether agreeableness and facial expressivity in the conflict interacted 664 

to predict the reward outcome.  We fit the model with a binomial distribution, using the following 665 

model formula: 666 

Reward outcome (High, Low) ~ Agreeableness + Facial Expressivity Score +Agreeableness* Facial 667 

Expressivity Score.  668 

The model shows a main effect of facial expressivity (ß =8.963, SE = 3.711, z = 2.415, p = 0.016) but 669 

also a significant interaction between agreeableness and facial expressivity (ß = -1.838, 670 

SE = 0.741, z = -2.480, p = 0.013). This shows that more agreeable participants secured a higher 671 

proportion of the reward if they were more expressive in the conflict condition, but expressivity had 672 

no effect for less agreeable participants (see figure 8). 673 
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Figure 8 – Interaction between facial expressivity and agreeableness in predicting reward 

outcome. Agreeableness divided into high and low based on median split for purpose of 

illustration. Error bars indicate standard error.  

 674 

Discussion 675 

The present study provided an assessment of variation in facial behaviour within a naturalistic social 676 

interaction, as well as in elicited social tasks, and examined the social correlates and outcomes of 677 

this variation. We found that individuals varied widely in their use of facial behaviour and this 678 

predicted variation in personality and social outcomes. More facially expressive people were more 679 

agreeable, and were more well-liked both by their social partner and by third party observers. 680 

Moreover, all other facial behaviour traits predicted likeability; participants who were more facially 681 

competent, more readable (both objectively and subjectively), and who had better voluntary facial 682 

production control but poorer facial inhibitory control, were more well-liked either by their social 683 

partner, third party observers, or both. Finally, more facially expressive people tended to negotiate a 684 
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higher reward outcome, but only if they were also more agreeable. Together, our findings point 685 

towards facial behaviour being a relatively stable individual difference, with consequences that are 686 

likely to be important in a real-world social context.  687 

We have revealed striking individual differences in the tendency to use facial movements in 688 

a social interaction with a stranger. This emphasises the need to move away from universality as the 689 

dominant focus in facial expression research. Our data adds to growing evidence that facial 690 

expressivity is a stable trait. While studies by Cohn at al., (2002) and Ilgen et al., (2021) suggest facial 691 

behaviour in the context of a restricted interview context is stable over time, the correlation we 692 

have identified between facial expressivity and the stable trait of agreeableness indicates stability 693 

over time in the context of a typical first impression. Our findings also suggest that facial expressivity 694 

is stable across social contexts, as participants were similarly expressive across behavioural 695 

conditions, including both in general facial expressivity and the use of prototypical expressions of 696 

emotion. It is necessary as a next step to measure variation in facial behaviour across multiple social 697 

partners, including strangers and familiar partners. Nonetheless we have uncovered ample inter-698 

individual variation to facilitate understanding its social function in first impressions. 699 

Our findings point towards facial behaviour serving a social bonding or relationship-700 

management function. All of our measures of facial behaviour predicted liking by third party 701 

observers, and all (apart from facial control measures) predicted being well-liked by the confederate. 702 

More facially expressive people were also more agreeable. Given that agreeableness is a prosocial 703 

trait characterised by a motivation to foster smooth interpersonal relations (W. G. Graziano et al., 704 

2007; W. G. Graziano & Tobin, 2013; McCrae & John, 1992), the greater facial expressivity displayed 705 

by agreeable individuals could be a method used to build rapport with their partner, and it appeared 706 

to be effective in doing so. The expressivity itself seemed to be the factor that related most closely 707 

to liking, rather than characteristics of agreeableness, as neither the confederate nor the raters liked 708 

agreeable people more in general. Greater likeability could be considered a positive fitness 709 
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consequence of facial expressivity supporting Schmidt & Cohn’s (2001) proposal that cooperation 710 

and affiliation are the primary functions of facial expression. Being more well-liked by others in first 711 

impressions could contribute to building a strong social network. Agreeableness and extraversion 712 

are associated with larger social networks, which has been explained by extraversion increasing 713 

exposure to more potential social partners, and agreeableness leading to better management of 714 

social relationships (Harris & Vazire, 2016; Rollings et al., 2022). It could, therefore, be that facial 715 

expressivity is a tool used to improve bonding and manage relationships, and so could predict larger 716 

social networks, or relationship quality. Our findings suggest that these are important avenues for 717 

future research as they could represent key fitness benefits of facial expressivity. Facial expressivity 718 

could also be a tool for conflict resolution, given that it predicted a higher reward outcome for more 719 

agreeable people. However, we would argue that affiliation is the wider function, as affiliation is one 720 

approach to conflict resolution, and one that is more likely to be pursued by agreeable people (W. 721 

Graziano et al., 2016; Jensen-Campbell & Graziano, 2001). In contrast, disagreeable people are more 722 

likely to use coercive tactics which would have been difficult to pursue due to the nature of the 723 

conflict task (i.e., physically distant, requiring negotiation). However, it would be worth exploring 724 

whether facial expressivity could be used to resolve conflict in more intensive competitive 725 

interactions not benefited by affiliation.  726 

We have provided a starting point for exploring the hypothesis that individual differences in 727 

facial expressivity are maintained in the population as a result of social niche specialisation. This is 728 

complementary to Schmidt & Cohn’s (2001) work which explored the adaptive role of facial 729 

expression, and emphasised the importance of examining the costs and benefits of facial expression 730 

in different socioecological contexts. Social niche specialisation provides an evolutionary explanation 731 

for why individuals do not behave flexibly in the most effective way to suit a given context, but 732 

rather show consistent differences in social behaviour (Montiglio et al., 2013) to allow them to 733 

occupy and exploit a specific niche . We have provided evidence of consistency in facial expressivity 734 

and an apparent lack of flexibility across contexts, indicating there may be some degree of social 735 
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specialisation. A key step in testing for social niche specialisation is to identify differing fitness 736 

benefits in a trait for those occupying particular social roles (Montiglio et al., 2013). The interaction 737 

we have identified between agreeableness and expressivity in predicting reward outcome 738 

demonstrates that facial expressivity could be used as a tool to acquire tangible resources only for 739 

those tending towards a more agreeable ‘social role’ (i.e., the tactic an individual uses in response to 740 

social challenges; Bergmüller & Taborsky, 2010). Our findings point towards agreeableness and facial 741 

expressivity being tied together within a social niche, one that could be more cooperative or 742 

affiliative. Under this working hypothesis, if facial expressivity serves an affiliative function, 743 

agreeable and expressive people could gain more benefits and fewer costs from these traits in more 744 

cooperative social environments, and could tend to select or contribute to the creation of more 745 

cooperative social environments (niche picking, selection and construction; Bergmüller & Taborsky, 746 

2010; Plomin et al., 1977; Stamps & Groothuis, 2010). Greater expressivity and agreeableness would 747 

therefore be selected for due to the resulting fitness benefits, while lower levels of these traits could 748 

be selected for due to fitness benefits in other social niches. Additionally, the tendency to specialise 749 

in a certain social niche could place constraints on behavioural flexibility in a number of ways (see 750 

Montiglio et al., 2013). We would benefit by understanding the costs of low facial expressivity in 751 

cooperative environments, or of expressivity in non-cooperative environments, to provide insight 752 

into this. We make this hypothesis regarding social niche specialisation tentatively, as there remains 753 

a number of untested assumptions such as a history of niche-picking, and we need a more fine-754 

tuned understanding of how to measure and characterise human social niches (e.g., ‘cooperative’ 755 

may be too broad a characterisation). Nonetheless we provide preliminary evidence that we hope 756 

stimulates further exploration of this possibility.  757 

 758 

Some of our findings contribute to debates around competing theories of facial expression. 759 

Proponents of the dominant Basic Emotions Theory argue that facial expressions are largely 760 
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automatic outpourings of emotion (Ekman, 1984), and our finding that facially expressive individuals 761 

tended to have poorer facial inhibitory control indeed suggests that a proportion of our facial 762 

movements within social interaction may be automatic or unconscious. However, this association 763 

was relatively weak, and facially expressive participants were also better able to voluntarily produce 764 

facial behaviour to effectively achieve social goals in the elicited social tasks. This in some way 765 

supports the Behavioural Ecology View of Facial Expression which emphasises the role of facial 766 

behaviour in social influence (Crivelli & Fridlund, 2018; Fridlund, 1994), and makes sense in light of 767 

recent meta-analyses pointing to a weaker link between felt emotion, facial behaviour and perceived 768 

emotion (Barrett et al., 2019). Participants also produced the prototypical facial expressions of 769 

emotions at surprisingly low rates (consistent with previous research; Fernández-Dols & Crivelli, 770 

2013; Gunes & Hung, 2016) with the exception of smiling, and produced these expressions a similar 771 

amount across differing social contexts. This seems odd if the primary role of facial behaviour is to 772 

communicate emotion, as although we didn’t directly measure participants’ emotions, their self-773 

reported experience of the social contexts reflected differing valence (e.g., they reported 774 

disapproval in the conflict context). It is possible that some proportion of the facial behaviour 775 

displayed by participants is an automatic expression of their underlying motivations rather than 776 

emotions; for instance smiling during the conflict period to appease their partner (Goldenthal et al., 777 

1981; Mehu & Dunbar, 2008) rather than as an expression of happiness. Finally, we found that 778 

agreeableness, not extraversion, predicted facial expressivity, despite previous literature indicating a 779 

robust relationship between extraversion and emotional configuration (H. R. Riggio & Riggio, 2002). 780 

This supports the Behavioural Ecology View that facial expressivity is not equivalent to emotional 781 

expressivity (Fridlund, 2017). While our findings do not negate emotional configuration forming one 782 

aspect of facial behaviour, they emphasise that the overwhelming focus on emotional configuration 783 

in the literature may result in a narrow and biased view of facial expressivity that is not 784 

representative of typical behaviour within social interaction. 785 

 786 
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Those who were more facially expressive within the social interaction demonstrated a better 787 

ability to facially communicate social goals in the elicited social tasks. This facial competence 788 

predicted being more well-liked by both the confederate and raters. This supports our proposal that 789 

the ability to flexibly adjust facial behaviour to suit a given context could be a key component of 790 

social competence, and could have important social consequences. As with facial expressivity, a 791 

valuable next step would be to test whether facial competence predicts social network size and 792 

quality. It is notable that facial competence did not clearly relate to having better control over facial 793 

muscles. Although facial competence positively related to better voluntary production control, this 794 

relationship was not significant, and more facially competent individuals in fact had a poorer ability 795 

to inhibit facial movement. This could suggest that there are a range of facial strategies that are 796 

suitable to a given social goal, and finer dexterity in muscular movement may be less important than 797 

the social cognitive ability to select an appropriate behavioural strategy. This is supported by our 798 

finding that individuals with better facial control were not necessarily more well-liked; facial control 799 

was not related to the confederate’s liking score, and raters preferred those with better voluntary 800 

production control, but poorer inhibitory control. However, this does not necessarily indicate that 801 

facial musculature control is without benefits. Greater facial expressivity could potentially mediate 802 

the relationship between poorer inhibition and raters’ liking. The costs of poor inhibitory control 803 

may have been more apparent within the social interaction, such as failing to inhibit a disapproving 804 

facial reaction, which could explain why the confederate did not prefer those with poorer inhibitory 805 

control. This was an exploratory study but we hope that future confirmatory research will expand on 806 

our findings by exploring mediation and moderation relationships between variables.  807 

 808 

Facial expressivity did not correlate with all of our measures of facial behaviour; notably, 809 

readability score was unrelated to expressivity, although more readable people were more well-810 

liked. It is possible that attending to specific facial configurations helped raters to accurately 811 
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interpret actors’ motivations, thoughts and intentions, rather than their general trait of facial 812 

expressivity, but this remains an empirical question. However, interestingly, those who were more 813 

facially expressive were perceived as more readable, and this predicted being liked more strongly 814 

than being objectively readable. It could be that in first impressions we are actively searching for 815 

information about our social partner, and a facially expressive partner appears to be easier to 816 

understand simply because they are sending more information. Whether we are interpreting this 817 

information correctly or not, we appear to prefer these people as social partners. There are likely to 818 

be individual differences in the ability to read social partners, and better ‘readers’ could have driven 819 

the positive correlation between actual readability and perceived readability. This variation in ability 820 

to read social partners appears to be predictive of social success (Whitehouse et al., 2022) and is a 821 

valuable area for future exploration. Nonetheless, our findings indicate that being more readable, 822 

and being perceived as readable, appears to make one a more attractive social partner. This is 823 

consistent with findings that a more easily judged personality is a preferred social trait (Human & 824 

Biesanz, 2011), and supports the suggestion that being more predictable carries social benefits. The 825 

link between readability, judgeability and facial expressivity should be explored, given that we have 826 

also found a link between personality and facial expressivity. Indeed, being facially expressive and 827 

readable could contribute to conveying one’s personality more accurately, and these traits could all 828 

share the social benefit associated with being more predictable. However it is important to also 829 

acknowledge that there may also be costs to being more predictable, which could explain why we 830 

vary in our tendency to be more easily-predicted by others. 831 

It is time to move towards a unified theory of facial behaviour. Facial behaviour is an integral 832 

component of social interaction, yet despite decades of research, studies such as ours which 833 

document individuals using facial communication spontaneously with a social partner are scarce. 834 

Only by measuring behaviour embedded in a social interaction can we understand how it manifests 835 

in a real-world context. We have empirically demonstrated the importance of facial behaviour as an 836 

individual trait, independent of emotional configuration. We have shown that variation in facial 837 
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behaviour during first impressions relates to personality, to being liked by others, as well as 838 

negotiation outcomes depending on personality. These findings emphasise the centrality of facial 839 

behaviour in our social lives, and facilitates our understanding of its social function and evolutionary 840 

origins. Observation of natural facial behaviour has the potential to provide valuable insight into 841 

human social dynamics. Our findings suggest that testing whether social niche specialisation explains 842 

variation in facial expressivity could be a fruitful avenue for future research. It could also be worth 843 

examining whether attachment style is a source of individual variation in facial expressivity, given 844 

that early social environments appear to be the primary predict of social competence (Taborsky & 845 

Oliveira, 2012), and low agreeableness is associated with insecure attachment style, avoidance in 846 

particular (Shaver & Brennan, 1992). We hope that our study serves as an example of balancing a 847 

naturalistic yet structured approach, which future studies can use to fully explore the causes and 848 

consequences of facial communication. 849 
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